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Escaping the backup dilemma

From the smallest firm to the largest, backup strategies are today’s hot-button topic. While 

one side praises cloud backups as the miracle cure, the other focuses on making marginal 

improvements to existing technologies.

That backups are a necessary evil now goes without saying among IT professionals. But 

that the constantly growing volume of data not only needs to be stored but also secured 

presents increasing challenges to existing backup strategies and technologies. A large 

percentage of stored data will never once be modified again and perhaps only rarely ever 

retrieved – yet this data is still included in the backup process due to the initially deficient 

factor of safety in the storage system, thereby clogging up the process. The consequence: 

Longer and longer backup windows, piecemeal backup strategies, complex multi-tier  

setups, each with their own backup processes – and untold problems during a restore 

should data ever be lost.

The only way out, one which also provides lasting relief, 

is reducing the amount of data to be backed up. Which is 

only possible when the storage system on which the bulk 

of the accruing data is stored is already so secure that no 

additional backup is necessary. 

The explosion of static data

In 2011, the IDC market research institute predicted that 

there will be 75 times more data needing to be stored in just 10 years time1.

1 IDC „Digital Universe 2011 Infographic“, http://germany.emc.com/
collateral/about/news/idc-emc-digital-universe-2011-infographic.pdf

IDC Digital Univers 
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This explosion of information has implications for all business operations: Even as the need 

for memory increases exponentially, all of the data should concurrently be readily available, 

secured against unauthorized access and reproducible at all times. Yet squarely on the other 

side of the coin are IT budgets which simply do not reflect this data growth. In fact, accor-

ding to 451 Research2, large enterprises cut their planned storage expenditures by 19% in 

2013 while medium-sized companies cut theirs by 22%.

Yet so-called static data – that data rarely ever again accessed and rarely if ever modified 

– continues to increase astronomically. Faster networks, ubiquitous internet availability and 

high-resolution images and video in the private as well as professional sectors all contribute 

to this rise, as does the obsessive collection of data driven by such trends as Big Data and 

social networks.

 

2 Simon Robinson, “Survey: Storage Budgets shrink while Capacity 
balloons”, Computer Weekly, 3. Juli 2014, http://bit.ly/1Bvi0Es
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All data must be instantly available at all times

Even if only ever rarely needed, all of this data still has to be available at all times. A perfect 

example of this is Facebook: After three months, only 8% of all its uploaded photos account 

for the lion’s share of 82% of all photo-generated traffic3. Yet since nobody can predict the 

search criteria of tomorrow, our pervasive “search & browse” mentality dictates that every 

single photo always needs to be instantly available.

Even more important, of course, is that no data will ever be lost.

3 IDC, “Cold Storage is Hot Again”, 2013 study, http://www.
storiant.com/resources/Cold-Storage-Is-Hot-Again.pdf

Source: Facebook
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Backup & Restore – problem siblings 

Which is why in every case of collecting and storing data, major consideration is also paid 

to protecting against data loss. Just like with a paper printout, the simplest way to do this 

is to just make a copy – the “backup.” The significance of a backup has always been clear: 

Should the original become damaged or lost, the identical copy moves in to take its place. 

In the digital world, moving the copy is not even a physical process, the original is instead 

recreated from the copy – the “restore.” 

Tape backup 

Since constantly increasing requirements for capacity and speed result in continually more 

expensive storage systems, one countermeasure now adopted is that of greatly optimizing 

backup costs. Backups use the most affordable media (tapes), complete copies are only 

made at specific intervals. Between the intervals, only new and changed data is backed up. 

Due to the complexity of this process, restoring individual files is usually complicated and 

time-consuming. When a complete database needs to be restored, in addition to the last 

full backup, various incremental and differential backups may also still need to be imported 

back in again. Since tapes are subject to a certain degree of aging and need to be  

transferred over and read in full in order to check them, data loss on the backup media is 

usually also only discovered during an actual emergency. Being unable to restore data from 

a tape-based backup and restore system is not all that rare. The main reason being  

defective hardware and media, which leads to the fact of up to 50% of all restores from tape 

backups being coupled with data loss4.

4 SOURCEIT Technologies, http://www.sourcit.net/services/
cloud-backup-recovery/compared-to-tape-backup/
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The bottom line is that many tape backup strategies are simply based on the principle of 

hope: Since no one can ever be certain whether these backups are wholly intact, one simply 

hopes they will never be needed. Along the same lines, one study found that only 34% of all 

users ever check their backup tapes after creating them. Even worse: a staggering 77% of 

those who do discover failures5.

Disk backup

Another 2011 study found that 80% of all European IT managers want to move away from 

tape and disk arrays for backup purposes. The main reason is speed – the pursuit of  

shortened backup windows and faster restores6. 

Generally speaking, a good idea, one moreover associated with many advantages. Various 

redundancy mechanisms ensure data saved to hard disks can be better protected against 

loss. For example, RAID-6 can in theory handle the loss of two hard disks in an array – with 

tape, two copies would have to be made. In practice, however, there are various factors 

which drastically reduce this reliability so that even the backup itself is not considered secure 

if there is not at least one other copy of it.

This is why some enterprises set up a complicated disk-to-disk-to-tape backup; on the one 

hand to enable a faster restore and, on the other, to still have a tape copy to fall back on in 

extreme cases. The fact that this strategy considerably increases complexity is obvious.

5 Storage Magazine, storagemagazine.techtarget.com

6 EMC, „European Desaster Recovery Survey“, Studie 2011,  
http://germany.emc.com/microsites/2011/emc-brs-survey/index.htm
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Cloud backup

A third way of securing data has recently joined the fold of options: the cloud. In a nutshell, 

data is no longer saved locally on one’s own media but instead distributed to external  

provider media. This not only does away with complicated tape management but the  

providers also promise high reliability. However, a current study shows: Nearly one-third of  

all cloud users have already lost data in the cloud7. 

At the same time, what makes perfect sense for cooperative ventures and data sharing – 

namely worldwide access to the data in the cloud – causes increasing security concerns for 

critical company data. Globally operating providers in particular grapple with the multitude of 

differing legal conditions and requirements, which are often directly opposed to the com- 

pany’s assurance of safeguarding their data against all unauthorized access. 

Cloud backups have yet another critical disadvantage: Depending on the provider’s con- 

nection and equipment, it can take quite some time until data becomes available for a  

restore. Restoring multi-terabyte chunks of data from the cloud was actually never the  

intention. As a result, cloud backups only replace tapes, if at all, as the last resort. The pre- 

vailing advice: disk-to-disk-to-cloud, which reduces neither complexity nor costs to any 

significant degree.

7 Aberdeen Group, „SaaS Data Loss: The Problem You Didn‘t Know You Had“,  
http://v1.aberdeen.com/launch/report/perspective/8323-AI-cloud-data-loss.asp
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Escaping the backup dilemma

As described above, it was already clear four years ago that data volume would explode. 

Replacing one’s backup medium is thus only a short-term solution or, perhaps more  

realistically, only a sidestepping of the actual problem: simply too much data being pro-

duced. Coupled with current backup strategies being too complex and too insecure. As  

the recent “The Broken State of Backup” study8 from Gartner shows, only 75-85% of all 

backups ever succeed in fully restoring corrupt data. 

The only way to escape the backup dilemma is to effectively reduce the amount of data. 

Only doing away with backups of data which never changes again anyway and is at most 

only rarely accessed can assure the business continuity of critical company data subject to 

continual change and constant access and thus needing regular backups.

What to do with the static data?

The difficulty here lies in identifying this data. Some volumes are easily classified: Databases, 

virtual machines, current projects – all critical data which must remain in the ongoing backup 

process. But most other static data is hard to classify – especially if it’s not clear when and 

where this data will be accessed. Online archives are subject to trends, requiring the  

immediate availability of specific content at a moment’s notice. Current events lead to media 

which has been virtually dormant for months and even years suddenly being accessed en 

masse. Big Data analyses must be able to access each and every data record ever stored.

This therefore usually results in a multi-tier strategy: Speed and availability come at the ex-

pense of considerably higher costs per TB. SSD arrays will thereby replace today’s common 

hard disk arrays for agile data, this for a number of reasons including that fewer mechanisms 

mean fewer fragmenting problems. Tape use is increasingly being relegated to the function 

of “data graveyard” – the last resort for data to be archived without accessibility.

8 Gartner, “The Broken State of Backup”, http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/30865/file-25654811-
pdf/docs/gartner_-_the_broken_state_of_backup_%286-09%29_%281%29.pdf
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Disk libraries

Disk libraries able to store large volumes of data have meanwhile also been gaining traction. 

However, conventional disk libraries also have their own litany of disadvantages. For examp-

le, due to the extensive fragmentation, all of a library’s disk drives always have to be running. 

This drains energy, puts stress on mechanical disks and thus contributes to premature aging9. 

Again, as described above, conventional disk libraries are just not secure enough to do wi-

thout an additional safeguard for potential disaster recovery.  

 
Linear disk storage with erasure coding

A combination of new technologies lends itself to solving these problems and thus actually 

ensuring that backups can be reduced by the static data without exploding the costs. 

Linear disk storage

Linear disk storage ensures that associated data is also associatively stored. Only by so doing 

is efficient energy management possible, minimizing the operating costs over the long-term. 

Unfragmented storage also has further advantages: As with tape storage, data can be easily 

transported as well as deleted from the system10 . 

 

9 FAST LTA, “White Paper: Linear Disk Storage” (german), 2015, 
http://www.silentbricks.de/de/linear-disk-storage/

10 FAST LTA, “White Paper: Linear Disk Storage” (german), 2015, 
http://www.silentbricks.de/de/linear-disk-storage/
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Erasure Coding

The second component is increasing security. Since RAID storage is simply not secure 

enough over the long-term11, erasure resilient coding (ERC or simply erasure coding) is  

angling to become the new standard for protecting data with redundancy coding.

Erasure coding refers to a mathematical procedure for protecting data, one which frag-

ments, expands and recodes data with redundant components and then stores it at  

physically separate locations (e.g. sites or media). The goal of erasure coding is reliably 

restoring lost sections of information from other sections of data in the array. Erasure coding 

is gaining in popularity over RAID since the surplus of gross storage capacity required and 

the complexity of restoring are substantially lower while security is higher. However, erasure 

coding is more processing-intensive than RAID.

Erasure coding can be used everywhere where large volumes of data need to be protected 

against loss caused by failure of individual components, e.g. disks or entire locations. The 

gross/net ratio is thereby configurable. In simplified terms, erasure coding breaks a data 

record into m fragments and recodes it with further k fragments so as to result in a total of 

n=m+k fragments. All that is needed to restore the data is any arbitrary m fragments, the 

k fragments can thus be dropped. In the case of an “8 / 12” configuration (ERC 8/12), for 

example, the fragments are distributed onto 12 hard disks, from which any 8 will suffice to 

restore the data. Thus, up to four hard disks within one set can fail at the same time without 

the threat of any data loss. ERC 8/12 therefore offers higher security than a mirrored RAID-6 

configuration.

The mathematics behind erasure coding have been around for more than 50 years and are 

used for example in transmitting satellite data to earth. While many errors are guaranteed 

to occur during transmission, the algorithm ensures that data will be restored to the original 

even when relatively few fragments are received.

11 Robin Harris, “Why RAID-6 stops working in 2019”, ZDnet 2010, http://
www.zdnet.com/article/why-raid-6-stops-working-in-2019/
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Silent Brick Library

In its Silent Brick Library, FAST LTA offers an extremely flexible disk library which is ideally 

suited to securely storing static data. Data is thereby stored linearly on transportable Silent 

Brick data containers secured by four redundancy reserves. Of the 12 hard disks per each 

Silent Brick, four can all fail simultaneously without any data being lost. The 8/12 erasure co-

ding is supplemented by Digital Audit and the mixed integrating of disks from three different 

lots for triple protection against data loss. Only by the studied combination of these security 

features does the Silent Brick Library store data so securely that no additional backup is 

necessary – provided the actual location as a whole is secure. The linear storage structure 
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thereby also provides for particularly uncomplicated replicating of individual Silent Bricks at a 

second location for added security against catastrophes such as fires or flooding.  

 

Superior Erasure Coding redundancy 

The Silent Brick Library from FAST LTA uses ERC 8/12, the gross/net ratio thereby being 2:1 – 

and that even though four redundancy reserves are provided. To correspondingly safeguard a 

fixed disk array with replication, one would need 5×8 = 30 hard disks. A mirrored RAID-6 con-

figuration, where up to four disks can likewise fail, would still need 2x (8+2) = 20 hard disks.

Erasure coding is thus substantially more efficient and thereby also more economical and 

energy-saving than any other storage technology providing the same level of security.

Mixed integration eliminates epidemic failure 

There are nevertheless cases in which data stored on fixed disks can still be lost even in the 

absence of any external factors. This problem is called epidemic failure: identical fixed disk 

models all exhibiting defects within a statistically unusually short period of time. The cause can 

be defective production lots (due to changes in production conditions or even errors in sec-

tions of the firmware), for example, or simply due to the aging of mechanical parts. In hard disk 

systems comprising nothing but disks drives from the same lot – which is quite common and 

sometimes even mandated by the hard disk controller – one fixed disk loss will therefore often 

put the entire system at risk.

All that and more is why FAST LTA always uses hard disks from 

at least three different lots from as many different manufacturers 

as possible in all of its hard disk storage systems. Thus, with the 

ERC 8/12 described above, all four hard disks from one lot can 

fail without there being any threat of data loss. 

Only the combination 
of erasure coding and 
mixed configuration 
protects against correlated 
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Digital Audit protects against URE

There’s yet another problem that plagues fixed disks: The so-called Unrecoverable Read Error, 

or URE for short. Hard drive manufacturers indicate that about one in 1014 bits simply, and 

for no particular reason, do not read correctly. That might sound like an utterly insignificant 

problem; after all, that’s an inconceivable number containing 14 zeros. However, data volumes 

are so high today that this problem becomes very real very quickly: A read error is statistically 

guaranteed every 12 terabytes. In the case of coded data, that means that a file simply cannot 

be restored at the touch of a button. Given today’s hard disk capacities (in early 2015: up to 

12 TB per disk), data loss is thus virtually guaranteed. To add insult to injury, the error can’t 

even be detected until the data is read. Storage based on parity comparison (RAID) will  

therefore not detect this error – not until the moment the relevant file needs to be restored.

The hard disk controller internally developed by FAST LTA therefore features an important  

function: Digital Audit. Incorporated into the controller and independent of the host system, 

this function independently and regularly reads each individual bit of all the stored data and 

compares the hashes ensuing from the file content, and thus bit-contingent, to the hashes  

saved during the original storage. Should a bit error occur, Digital Audit will reliably detect it. 

The high redundancy reserves enable the affected disk to be repaired in the background or 

even shut down without the threat of data loss.  
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Silent Brick Library: So secure no additional backup is 
necessary

The combination of linear disk storage and the three described factors for establishing data 

integrity ensure that data stored in a Silent Brick Library needs no additional safeguarding.

Above all, the flexibility and the simple structure of physically separable media combine to 

result in significantly reducing overall complexity. In addition to highly simplified administra- 

tion, this also saves considerable costs and increases planning security in the face of shrin-

king IT budgets. And because free from backup means free from restore – the data in the 

Silent Brick Library can be readily accessed at any time.

More information available at www.silentbricks.de

Silent Brick Library: 
Disk Library for Cold 
Storage applications
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